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Inorganic chiral 3-D photonic crystals with bicontinuous gyroid structure

replicated from butterfly wing scalesw
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Three dimensional silica photonic crystals with the gyroid minimal

surface structure have been synthesized. The butterfly

Callophrys rubi was used as a biotemplate. This material

represents a significant addition to the small family of synthetic

bicontinuous photonic crystals.

Photonic crystals are ordered materials used to manipulate

light by preventing the propagation of certain wavelengths.

Their photonic properties vary mainly as a function of

dielectric properties, topology, periodicity and symmetry of

the crystal structure.1 To date most photonic crystals are

two-dimensional and manufactured with methods borrowed

from the semiconductor industry.2 Recent calculations have

shown that triply-periodic minimal surfaces (TPMS), like the

cubic gyroid,3 are good candidates for making photonic

crystals with full band gaps than can potentially be tuned in

the whole visible spectral range by varying the lattice constant

and refraction index contrast.4 Nonetheless, the manufacturing

of such 3-D crystals have so far been difficult. Top-down

approaches including photolithography and etching techniques

are cumbersome when used for 3-D structures. Bottom-up

approaches using self assembled colloids or block copolymers

often yield crystal structures with stacking faults or are limited

to length scales less than the wavelength of visible light.5 Using

naturally occurring photonic crystals as biotemplates repre-

sent an obvious way forward. Bicontinuous cubic structures

are not uncommon in nature. Larsson et al.6,7 pioneered the

study of bicontinuous cubic structures in cellular membranes,

finding numerous examples in species from all kingdoms, for

example, in various organelles such as chloroplasts8 mitochondria9

and endoplasmatic reticula (ER).10 However, they are usually

not suitable as templates for optical photonic crystals because

their lattice constants are too small. The ordered biopolymeric

structures used by many animals to display colours are better

candidates.11 Examples of these biological ‘structural colours’

include the exoskeleton of beetles,12 the chitin wing scales of

butterflies13 and in the feathers of birds.14

Amongst these are the 3-D structured wing scales of

butterflies belonging Callophrys genus, including C. rubi.

Studies using SEM, TEM, small-angle XRD and electron

tomography15–17 confirm that their chitin wing-scales contain

polycrystalline domains, each a 3-D bicontinuous cubic

photonic crystal. Within each domain, chitin and air form

mutually interpenetrating sub-volumes, with their interface

sharing the topology and symmetry of the gyroid minimal

surface with space group Ia%3d. The space group of both

sub-volumes, as opposed to that of the dividing surface, is

I4132, a non-chiral sub-group of Ia%3d. While the space group

for each mutually interpenetrating sub-volume is the same,

their respective screw axes are of opposite hands. The chiral

substructure is most easily seen when the architecture of

one sub-volume is represented as a net with three-fold

connectivity, known as the srs net after the SrSi2 structure

(Fig. S1w).18 This network contains two chiral sub-networks

along the 100 and 111 crystallographic directions respectively,

each with opposite chirality. Saba et al. numerically solved

Maxwell’s equations to extract reflection spectra as a function

of solid volume fraction at fixed dielectric contrast (2.4) and

unit cell size (310 nm) for such structures. They specifically

confirm by theory that gyroid photonic crystals display

circular dichroism.17

Fig. 1 (a) C. rubi with its green wings. (b) Light micrograph of a single

wing scale. In the distal part of the scale (right hand side of the image)

mosaic green domains but also yellow and blue can be observed. They

originate from the 3D gyroid structures found below the longitudinal

ridges. The size of a wing scale isB50� 200 mm. (c) SEMmicrograph of

the top of the wing scale. The ridges and cross ribs are seen as well as an

underlying porous structure. Scale bar is 1 mm.
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Here we use the chiral structures of the wing scale of C. rubi as

template to produce chiral silica replicas with the gyroid structure.

We also characterise the morphology and photonic response

of these biomimetic, inorganic materials. A sol–gel method similar

to Bartl et al.19 were used to synthesize the replica. Samples

were cross-section polished and characterized using FESEM.

The spectral response was measured with a microreflectometer.

The macroscopic colour of C. rubi wings is independent of the

angle of incident light and thus appears green from all

directions (Fig. 1a). Upon magnifying the wing-scale, a

mosaic-like pattern of distinct green (dominant), yellow and

blue colours can be seen. Images obtained with SEM (Fig. 1c)

from the dorsal side of the wing scales shows a cubic bicontinuous

structure beneath the longitudinal ridges and cross ribs. When

the butterfly is cut perpendicular to the wing, crystalline

domains are visible (Fig. 2) with a calculated unit cell of

339 � 5 nm (Fig. S4w).
The domains, outlined in 2a, are in the range of 2–3 mm and

responsible for the distinct mosaic-colours seen in Fig. 1b.

Reflectance spectra collected at different positions along the scale

with the field diaphragm fully closed also confirms this observation

(Fig. S2w). All 3-D photonic crystallite domains in these wing

scales have the gyroid structure in different orientations. Each

differently oriented domain has a unique reflectance spectrum,

in the range from violet to yellow-green (400–570 nm) which,

on averaging over multiple domains, gives rise to the characteristic

green colour of the butterfly.20

In the templating process, the sol gel silica fills up the structure

and, by using a sandwich construction, all excess silica is

transported away from the wing through capillary action. After

removal of the organic material by acid etching an inverse

structure is obtained, with air in place of the chitin and silica

where it was previously air. An apparent increase in the fill

fraction was observed after replication. This is expected given the

previous reports for the fill fractions of C. rubi, i.e. 0.2–0.4.15,21

During the templating process the ordered interior, responsible

for the colour, are replicated to a high fidelity with the

domains visible in both optical and SEM micrographs

(Fig. 3). During the replication process only the gyroidal

regions within the wing scale were templated, and not the

ridges and cross-ribs. The most prominent colours reflected

from the distal part of the silica scale are cyan and blue.

Calculations show that a blue shift is expected when either the

fill factor or the dielectric contrast are decreased.4,22,23 The

silica has an equivalent unit cell, an increased fill fraction and

decreased dielectric constant relative to its chitin template.24

Thus the change in the dielectric contrast is the main factor for

the observed blue shift upon replication (Fig. 4).

In addition to a partial band gap in the visible spectral

region, the replicated wing scales show optical activity, as

confirmed by imaging the sample under cross polarized light

(Fig. 5). The optically amorphous nature of the silica

(Fig. S3w) and the intrinsic cubic symmetry of the structure

rules out birefringence as the source of the reflected light.

More significantly, circular dichroism was confirmed by

observing differences in the handedness of the reflected light

(Fig S6 and Anim. S1w). This effect arises from the chirality of

the screw axes in the srs-net, which preferentially reflects left

or right circularly polarized light depending on the

Fig. 2 SEM micrograph on a cross sectional view of a butterfly wing

scale. A highly ordered, porous, three-dimensional structure extends

throughout the scale, beneath the ribs and the cross-ribs. At least 7

distinct domains ofB2–3 mm in length can be seen in the cross section.

Each domain is associated with a colour in the mosaic structure seen in

Fig. 1b. Black lines have been added for clarity. (b) The same structure

at higher magnification. Scale bar is 1 mm.

Fig. 3 Silica replicas (a) Light micrograph showing blue and cyan

domains. Only the distal part is replicated. The size is B50 � 100 mm.

(b) SEM image showing the ventral view with highly ordered regions

in a mosaic like pattern. (c) SEM image showing different domains of a

cross sectioned polished replica embedded in epoxy resin. Scale bar is

1 mm. Unit cell is 330 � 15 nm.
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crystallographic direction of the lattice, e.g. the 100 or the 111

direction.

The photonic response in both the replica and its template

demonstrates that neither display full photonic band gaps

(i.e. 100% reflectivity). Band gap calculations suggest a

dielectric constant of at least 6 is required to achieve a full

photonic band gap the is independent of the angle of

incidence, given a unit cell and fill fraction similar to that of

C. rubi.4,22

Other materials with dielectric contrasts greater than 6 have

been used in replication of butterfly wing scales, e.g., titania.25

However, the formation of crystals during the sintering

process could introduce defects that render the replica

ineffective for optical applications. A potential route to

synthesize defect free high refractive index templates is to

infiltrate the wing scales with monodisperse nanoparticles.

Super-paramagnetic nanoparticles for example would potentially

lead to a structure with not only full band gaps but also

magneto-optic effects.26 Finally, these chiral structures may

have interesting applications for metamaterial design, where a

number of extraordinary effects have been predicted.27

A 3–D, chiral photonic crystal of silica has been synthesized

using the butterfly C. rubi as a template. To our knowledge,

this is the first inorganic gyroid structure with a unit cell size of

photonic length scale. The structure and long range order of

these photonic crystals was confirmed by SEM and reflectivity,

and these were also shown to be optically active.
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Fig. 4 Representative reflectivity spectra of a single C. rubi wing scale

and its silica replica. Note the distinct peak at B540 nm in the

butterfly scale and the blue-shift to B480 nm observed in the replica.

Fig. 5 (a) Butterfly wing scale under non-polarized light and

(b) under cross-polarized light (c) A silica replica under non-polarized

light and (d) under cross-polarized light. Both show optical activity,

supporting its chirality (see Fig. S6w).
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